
INDUSTRY: AEROSPACE & DEFENSE
REQUIREMENT: BAA/TAA (COMPLIANCE) – SUPPLIER P/N (COUNTRY OF ORIGIN)
WHY DO IT: COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

CURRENT SOLUTION PROVIDER: IN-HOUSE
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY: SPREADSHEETS
MAIN PROBLEM: OUTDATED DATA (COUNTRY INFORMATION OLD)
SECONDARY PROBLEM: COMPLEX REQUIREMENT
TERTIARY PROBLEM: BIG DATA - PARTNUMBER COUNT = 250K+

WHAT WE PROVIDED:
KEY FEATURE HIGHLIGHT: MULTI-LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE
FEATURE 2: PRE-BUILT TEMPLATE
FEATURE 3: ERP INTEGRATION
FEATURE 4: AUDIT LOGS/DUE DILIGENCE
BENEFITS: EASY-TO-USE SYSTEM THAT REDUCED CYCLE TIME & COSTS

Case Study 2012 : 
Buy American Act/Trade Agreement Act



Thanks for your interest in our compliance process automation tools.

Knowing that compliance with the Buy American Act and Trade Agreement Act provides a distinct competitive advantage when bidding on US 
FEDERAL GOVT CONTRACTS, in 2012, an AEROSPACE & DEFENSE company decided to automate their compliance process and take 
advantage of these opportunities. 

The approach proposed by their IN-HOUSE technology group was to create a protected, macro-based, highly formatted spreadsheet that could 
be sent to each supplier. Suppliers would respond to 15 or so required questions, and would ultimately provide information that would enable 
the aerospace company to determine the  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN for specific part-numbers (P/N’s) supplied by that vendor. The aerospace 
company soon realized that they would have to provide a spreadsheet for each part-number. Given that some suppliers provided in excess of 
10K part-numbers, this approach was ultimately deemed unfeasible and alternatives were sought.

Intelleges MULTI-LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRES, allow part-numbers to be loaded for each supplier, thus making it easy for suppliers to iterate from 
one part number to the next, using the same questionnaire, therefore completely eliminating the need for multiple spreadsheets. The 
QUESTIONNAIRE MODELER, allows for all questionnaire logic and data for country of origin drop-downs to be easily loaded and modified as 
needed. Therefore, the process of updating the list of DOMESTIC, QUALIFYING, DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED COUNTRIES is easily 
done with a TEMPLATE upload.

As suppliers respond to requests for information, the data is encoded allowing the ERP INTEGRATION w/SAP via LSMW PROCESSOR to 
quickly update part-number data in real-time. Moreover, detailed AUDIT-LOGS are maintained, which supports internal and external audit 
requirements.

Large data sets of 250K+ part-numbers also required use of DATA SEGMENTATION and DASHBOARD tools for better response TRACKING 
AND MONITORING; and, the Intelleges EMAIL REMINDERS SERVICE was instrumental in achieving RESPONSE RATES quickly in excess of
85%.

Client continues to expand the use of the Intelleges suite of tools for all of their Buy American Act and Trade Agreement Act compliance 
requirements.

To find out more about how Intelleges can help with your BAA/TAA compliance please contact wendy.sharpe@intelleges.com.


